
Come to an Art Retreat!Come to an Art Retreat!
Perfect for a family vacation or time with the ladies!  You get Perfect for a family vacation or time with the ladies!  You get to to 

stay in a lovely house in the wilderness with 2 full baths, 4 stay in a lovely house in the wilderness with 2 full baths, 4 

bedrooms and a deck with a lovely view overlooking Montauk Statebedrooms and a deck with a lovely view overlooking Montauk State

Park in Salem MO, meals included.  Cost is $125.00 per day. Park in Salem MO, meals included.  Cost is $125.00 per day. 

Creativity abounds as master teacher Sharon Jeffus teaches Creativity abounds as master teacher Sharon Jeffus teaches 
drawing, painting and sculpting. All supplies included.  We can drawing, painting and sculpting. All supplies included.  We can 

also help you put together a digital portfolio.  Each student also help you put together a digital portfolio.  Each student 
creates a 4creates a 4’’ by 4by 4’’ mural. mural. 

Sharon Jeffus has a B.S.E. in art education from John Brown Sharon Jeffus has a B.S.E. in art education from John Brown 
University.  She studied painting at Metropolitan in Denver and University.  She studied painting at Metropolitan in Denver and 

sculpting at Southern Illinois University.  Sharon has written asculpting at Southern Illinois University.  Sharon has written and nd 
gotten approved two AP Studio Art classes and currently teaches gotten approved two AP Studio Art classes and currently teaches 

online.  She has taught at a variety of colleges and support online.  She has taught at a variety of colleges and support 
groups across the country including Precious Moments and groups across the country including Precious Moments and 

Wonders of Wildlife museum.  Wonders of Wildlife museum.  

Contact us at 
visualmanna@gmail.com for 
more information and to set a 
date! 573-453-6364


